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	QUESTION 1 After an administrator successfully migrated the last physical application server to a virtual environment, the help

desk reported slow performance. Which of the following should the administrator have done FIRST before migrating this server? A. 

  Apply operating system patches to the application server after the migration. B.    Contact the vendor to see if the application is

supported in a virtual environment. C.    Take a backup of the application server after the migration. D.    Migrate the application

server in a test environment and have users test it. Answer: BQUESTION 2 Which of the following would be used to establish a

dedicated connection in a hybrid cloud environment? A.    CHAP B.    AES C.    PKI D.    VPN Answer: D QUESTION 3 An

administrator deployed a DaaS cloud delivery model for a financial institution and implemented a data encryption technology using

AES cryptography. Which of the following should the administrator implement NEXT? A.    Access controls B.    RC5 C.    SSL D. 

  Zoning Answer: A QUESTION 4 An administrator deployed ten application servers from a single VM template. A senior

administrator notices that these ten VMs are not using their resources efficiently. Which of the following is MOST likely the issue

with the new servers? A.    The dynamic resource pool is malfunctioning. B.    The server is missing security patches. C.    The VM

servers were not properly configured. D.    There are insufficient resources available on the host. Answer: C QUESTION 5 Which of

the following storage technologies is file-based? A.    WAN B.    DAS C.    SAN D.    NAS Answer: D QUESTION 6 Which of the

following storage technologies can leverage switches in its implementation? A.    HBA B.    DAS C.    SCSI D.    SAN Answer: D

QUESTION 7 Which of the following RAID configuration would be used to accomplish disk mirroring with two disks? A.    RAID

0 B.    RAID 1 C.    RAID 5 D.    RAID 10 Answer: B QUESTION 8 Which of the following only uses Fibre Channel to implement

a storage infrastructure? A.    NFS B.    SAN C.    NAS D.    SMB Answer: B QUESTION 9 Which of the following solutions

primarily relies on private cloud resources but may use public cloud resources based on capacity requirements? A.    Rapid

deployment B.    Cloud bursting C.    Multi-tenancy D.    Pay-as-you-grow Answer: B  Passing your CompTIA CV0-001 Exam by

using the latest CV0-001 Exam Dump Full Version: http://www.braindump2go.com/cv0-001.html
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